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Sedimentary paleoenvironments of fossil
platyrrhine localities, Miocene Pinturas
Formation, Santa Cruz Province, Argentina

Bown

)'. Geological Sun'l)', Dem'er.
lorado. 80225. C.S.A.

The Pinturas Formation is a pyroclastic and epiclastic aeolian deposit of
Miocene age lying discordantly upon Jurassic rocks in the elevated Andean
precordillera of northwest Santa Cruz Province, Argentina. The history of
de\'elopment of the Pinturas Formation was significantly affected by the
gradual. though sporadic. draping of this aeolian sediment across a
profound, slowly filling paleotopography. The Pinturas depositional cycle
consisted of: (1) minor aeolian deposition followed by soil formation. and
(2) major aeolian deposition followed by intervals of regional erosion.
FIU\'ial action seems to have been almost wholly confined to intraformational erosion, and two significant intraformational erosional unconformities divide the Pinturas Formation into three sequences. The lower
sequence is dominated by pyroclastic mudrocks upon which were formed
\'en' mature, probably mollic, paleosols; the middle sequence is composed
largely of epiclastic sand occurring as barchanoid paleodunes; and the
upper sequence consists of massive, poorly bedded pyroclastic mudrocks.
l'.lany Pinturas lacunae \\'ere reconstructed on the basis oflocally preserved
strata, and a novel method of holostrome reconstruction using relative
paleosol maturities places Pinturas sedimentation in a more accurate
temporal light. It also indicates: (I) that the Pinturas sediment accumulation rate increased \\ith time; (2) that regional erosiw' intervals are
correlated directly \\ith major influxes of pyroclastic material; and (3) that
the introduction of the Pinturas platyrrhine primates occurred in the
sequence: Carlocebus carmenensis, C. intermedius and Soriacebus ameghinorum,
Soriacebus adrianae.
Pinturas paleosols appear to have formed under moist conditions, and
both mature and immature varieties yield a host of ichnofossils. These
include the burrows and nests of bees, scarabeid beetles, termites, and at
least two different kinds of colonial rodents, in addition to rhizoliths and the
calcified boles and root systems of trees. A fossil nest of a nasutitermitine
termite in the lower sequence of the formation indicates the presence of
tropical forest. Climatic conditions may haw been drier during deposition
of the barchanoid paleodunes in early late Pinturas time, or the dunes might
reflect drier source areas or have simply encroached on areas of highland
forest. Fossil mammals are abundant in Pinturas sediments, and attritional
concentrations of them were recognized in the upper parts of paleosols and
on the floors of erosional scours. Radiometric dates indicate that the fossil
mammals (including platyrrhine primates) occurring in the lower and
middle parts of the formation may range in age from about 16,6 to younger
than 13·3 l\la (million years ago) (Santacrucian and, almost certainly,
Friasian land-mammal ages). This age range is somewhat younger than
pre\'ious estimates, and suggests that the Pinturas faunas correlate broadly
with those from the type Santa Cruz Formation, \\'ith the presumed position
of the type Friasian, and \\'ith the base of the marine Caiman Formation in
the lower valley of the RIO Chubut.
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Introduction
Location
The name Pinturas Formation was applied by Bown et al. (l988a) to up to 100 m of
:-Iiocene continental pyroclastic and eolian epiclastic sediments distributed in the upper
\ alley of the Rio Pinturas and its tributaries, northwest Santa Cruz Province, Argentina
I Figure 1). This area is in the eastern part of the elevated Andean precordillera of western
(1'.1-+7-2484/90/010087
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Figure 1. Map of Santa Cruz Province, Argentina, showing location of study area in the valley of the Rio
Pinturas (inset), with respect to other locations discussed in the text. Localities: I = :\10nte Leon; 2 =
:Monte Observacion.

Patagonia, at the eastern border of the Deseado ~lassif (de Barrio et al., 1984). The type
and most complete section of the Pinturas Formation is at Estancia Ana Maria (Figure 2),
about 55 km south of the town of Peri to ~foreno (47° I' 44" South Latitude~ 70° 44' 50"
'Vest Longitude), where it is spectacularly exposed in extensive badlands (Figures 3, 4,
5C). Exposures are also excellent in Arroyo Feo (Figure 5B), a few kilometers north of the
type section, and good, but small and patchy outcrops occur on the flanks of '\feseta
Sumich and, farther north, in Arroyo La Caldera and Arroyo Telken. South of the type
section, exposure is limited to a few small areas in the valley of the Rio Ecker. in Caiiadon
Caracoles and Caiiadon Seco, in Caiiadon Olvidado, at Estancia El Carmen (Figure 5A),
and in the vicinity of Cerro Chato (Figure 2).

Characterization and distribution
The Pinturas Formation is distinguished from Ameghino's (1889) Santa Cruz Formation
(to which it was referred by all earlier authors) in: (1) its much greater \"olume of primary
(unrecycled) pyroclastic sediment; (2) the paucity of alluvial rocks; (3) the absence of
marine in tercala tions; (4) the presence of two major in traforma tional unconformities, and
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Figure 2. Map of the middle valley of the RIO Pinturas. about 50 km south of the town of Peri to ~loreno,
'lanta Cruz Province, depicting locations of some of the major fossil vertebrate sites discussed in the text.
1 = Portezuelo Sumich ~orte: 2 = Portezuelo Sumich Sur: 3 = Estancia Ana ~1aria (Lorna de las
Ranas): 4- = Lorna de la Lluvia: 5 = Cerro de los ~lonos: 6 = Estancia Los Toldos :\"orte: 7 = Estancia
Los Toldos Sur: 8 = Estancia El Carmen. Contour at 700 m is depicted and immediate higher ele\'ations
emphasized by stippling.
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Fi g ure 3. T opogra phi c rel a ti ons of Mioce ne Pinturas Form a ti on to underl ying Jurass ic rocks of th e
Ba hia La ura G roup ( ) a nd yo unger rocks (B). A: tilted , pedoge ni call y modifi ed light-colored Pinturas
pyrocl a ti c rocks (Tft.[pi ) overlyin g fl a t-lying red sand stones a nd mudrock of Ba hia La ura Gro up Ubi)
with eros io nal unconfor mity, o uth of Portezu clo Sumi h. ote how d epos iti ona l dip of Pinturas stra ta
conform s with dip of urface of ero 'ion on Ba hia La ura rocks. B: tilted , pedogeni call y modifi ed Pinturas
pyrocl a ti cs (T [pi ) ove rlying tilted pos t-Ba hia La ura a nd pre-Pinturas pedoge ni call y modifi ed
collu via l (p I) and volcaniclas ti c (p 2) rock with a ng ul a r un co nformity a t Es ta ncia An a M a ria .
U nco nformity mark ed by a rrows . ot how Pinturas stra ta do not a but th trun cated old er stra ta, ra th er
th ey dip like the urface of e ro ion,o rfth eros io na l high in th e uppe r pa rt of th e ce nter of th e pho tograph ,
a nd into th e valley beyond a t th upper left.
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(:) the significantly greater volume of pedogenically-modified sediment representing very
nuture paleosols. Poorly-exposed Tertiary pyroclastic rocks resembling parts of the
pinturas Formation at its type locality occur 140 km farther south near Las Horquetas, and
rc1i'ks yielding Santacrucian mammals near Gobernador Gregores (Figure 1), as well as
un prospected Nliocene rocks near Lago Cardiel (Ramos, 1982), resemble sections of the
Pinturas Formation more than they do those of the typical coastal Santa Cruz Formation
(e ~'., at Nlonte Leon and Monte Observacion; Figure 1).

PI ,~ious l('ork
YtTtebrate fossils were first collected in the Pinturas River valley by Carlos Ameghino in
lS':ll. In 1900-02, his brother Florentino Ameghino referred the fossil-bearing rocks to his
(1 ~j89) "formacion Santacruceaiia", but (1906) opined that the mammals (forming part of
hi~ "Astrapothericulense fauna") were older than those of his typical "Santacruzienne"
(Sclntacrucian) fauna. Correspondingly, and based on a new collection made by him,
FrC'nguelli (1931) believed that the Pinturas mammal fauna contained elements of what are
n(lW regarded to be both Colhuehuapian and Santacrucian faunas. This led Castellanos
(1 1)37) to coin the term "Pinturense" for a new mammal age he inferred to be typified by
tbe' Pinturas mammals.
Pascual et al. (1965) and Pascual & Odreman Rivas (1971) referred Ameghino's
".:\strapothericulense fauna" (including the Pinturas mammals) to a "Santacrucense" age.
This vie\-\! essentially echoed that of\Vood & Patterson (1959) and was accepted later by
~ I arshall (1976); namely, that the Pin turas mammals are not older than San tacrucian age,
hut exactly where within that age they belong could not be determined. An early
S~illtacrucian age \-,,'as suggested by Nlarshall et al. (1977) and reiterated by Marshall et al.
(1 C)83). This would indicate an age of about 18·0-16·5 Nla (million years ago) for the
Pinturas mammals, using the geochronology for the type Santacrucian offered by Marshall
et al. (1986)-an age appreciably younger than estimates for the base of the Santacrucian
offered by earlier authors (e.g., Savage & Russell, 1983). Fossil vertebrates were also
cullected from the Pinturas Formation by Di Persia (1959), and de Barrio et al. (1984). The
latter authors believed the Pinturas sediments to be characteristic of deposition on distal
alluvial floodplains ("llanuras aluviales distales"), the mammals from them suggesting an
early Miocene age.
From 1985-1989, an ongoingjoint paleontological expedition of the Museo Argentino de
Ciencias Naturales (Buenos Aires) and the State Cniversity of New York (Stony Brook)
IDS been exploring the Miocene deposits of the Rio Pinturas valley to enhance the fossil
record of the platyrrhine primates of Argentina, and to place the Pinturas fauna in its
geologic and paleoenvironmental context. Fleagle (1990) and Fleagle et al. (1987)
described the first fossil primates from those rocks. Bown et al. (1988a) gave formation-rank
status (Pinturas Formation) to all ~1iocene continental pyroclastic rocks in the Pinturas
Ri\"er valley and adjoining areas, and recognized the first significant paleodune sands in
the Argentine .Miocene. These deposits have now also been provisionally identified in the
type and adjoining areas of the coastal Santa Cruz Formation (Larriestra et ai., in press),
and have significant implications for Santacrucian depositional paleoenvironments and
correlation as well as for the habitats of Pinturas and Santa Cruz platyrrhine primates.
Bown et al. (1988b) determined a radiometric age of 16·6 ± 1· 5 ~la for rocks near the base
of the Pinturas Formation. This age suggests that, in general, the Pinturas faunas may be of
more similar age to faunas of the type Santa Cruz Formation than previously believed.
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Figure 4. Stratigraphic and sedimento logic subdivis ions of Pinturas Formation , as exposed at Estancia Ana Maria. A: lower sequence of formation
( I P), consisting of pyroclastic materia l on which was developed a zone of very mature paleoso ls, and lying v.:ith depositional dip atop
surface on p re- Pinturas coll uvial rocks (C ). Middle (mP) and upper (u P) sequences of Pinturas Formation, with less mature paleoso ls, ar
in midd le dis tance a nd are essen ti a ll y flat- lying. B: exposures of midd le (m P) and u pper (uP ) seq uences of P in turas Formati
interbedd ed imm a ture pa leosols a nd pa lcodun es (pd ) in middl e sequ ence of fo rmation , a nd promin ent brea k in slo pe a nd co mm encement
weathering at contact between middle and upper sequences of formation (arrow at contact) . C: contact (upper arrows) of upper sequence
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Fig ure 5. Ex pos ures of Pintu ras Fo rm a ti o n a t three sites in th e va ll ey of th e RIo Pintu ras. A.
unit of be nto niti c mud roc ks bcnea th marker zo ne of very ma turc pa leoso ls ( mp ); (2) fil led pal
w ha t wo uld be a " no rm a l" Pintu ras success ion e lsew here (s id e a nd base of paleovall ey bounded by bl ack a rrows- no t
sid e of pa leova ll ey dips towa rd o bserver); (3) sites of di scove ry of two specimc ns of th c foss il pl a tyrrhin e prim a t
a rrows), a nd (4) loca ti o n of tufT sample fro m whi ch a n age d etermin a ti o n of 16·6 M a was o bta in ed (as teri sk = *). M a n at site g ives scale . B:
ex pos ures a t Po rtez ue lo Sumi ch No rte loca lity, in a tributa ry of A rroyo Feo, show ing ve ry ma ture pa leosol zo ne of Pintu ras Fo rm a ti o n (mp ) dra ped
across rocks of Jurass ic Ba hi a La ura Gro up ( BL). No te ex treme d epos iti o na l di p of a pp rox im a tely 22° at arrow in ce ntra l di sta nce. C: Esta ncia A na
M a ri a ex pos ures, show in g pa rti a ll y exhum ed ba rcha no id pa leodun e ( pd ) in middl e sequ e nce of Pinturas Fo rm a ti o n. Pa leodun e cres t has bee n eroded
away, howeve r, eas t a nd wes t Oa nks of pa leodun e a re prese rved a t a rrows E a nd W , res pec ti vel y. Thi ckn ess of
depos it is a bout 3 m.
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This report constitutes an account of the geology and paleoem'ironments of the Pinturas
Formation and offers new information regarding its correlation.

Stratigraphy
Lower contact
Although the Pinturas Formation lies unconformably atop Jurassic Bahia Laura Group
rocks in most areas (Figures 3A, 5B), at Estancia Ana Maria the contact relations are more
complex. There, up to about 30 m of coarse, white to pinkish colluvial debris of unknown
age lies atop the Bahia Laura (Figures 3B, 4A). This unit is succeeded by a profound scour
surface (up to 50 m, cutting locally well down into the Bahia Laura Group), upon which
was deposited up to 10 m of reddish-brown to golden volcanic sandstone and variegated,
bentonite-rich volcaniclastic mudrocks rich in glaebules of diagenetic cryptocrystalline
silicate. These units overlie rocks of the Bahia Laura Group \\'ith either erosional or
angular unconformity, and underlie the Pinturas Formation with angular unconformity
(Figures 3B, 4A).
Throughou t the Rio Pin turas valley, a very mature post -J urassic and pre- Miocene
paleosol is developed on Bahia Laura rocks, just under the surface of the systemic
unconformity, and conforming well to its paleotopography. This paleosol has a B horizon
thickness of up to 9 m, and appears to have formed indiscriminately on Bahia Laura basalts
and mudrocks alike. At Estancia Ana 1-1aria, immature paleosols are seen in the ancient
colluvial debris derived from the Bahia Laura Group, more mature paleosols occur in the
overlying volcaniclastic sediments (Figure 3B), and the base of the Pinturas Formation lies
on a scour surface truncating one or the other of these units.
An unusual feature of the Pinturas Formation is that rocks in its lower part are tilted at a
greater inclination than are those in its middle and upper parts. This aspect of the
depositional dip of the light-colored Pinturas strata, coupled with the various inclinations
of the highly deformed, generally brick red rocks of the Bahia Laura Group, emphasizes
considerably their unconformable relations.
Extensive intraformational erosion has removed much of the Pinturas section in most
areas. The type section at Estancia Ana Maria is the most complete and most outlying
sections can be readily correlated to it (Figure 6). The type section is divisible into three
successive units, here termed sequences, each of which is bounded above and below by
erosional unconformities. The amount of section removed at each of these unconformities
and at other, lesser, unconformities in the various sections is variable and appears to have
been related to the topographic position of the Pinturas sediment with respect to that of the
erosional contact with rocks of the underlying Bahia Laura Group. Consequently, just
which lithologies constitute the basal, middle, or uppermost units of each of the three
sequences of the Pinturas Formation in local exposures is a result oflocal post-depositional
erosional histories.
Lower sequence
In the valley of the Rio Pinturas, the base of the Pinturas Formation is composed of one of
three different rock types: (1) pink, brown, green, and yellow sandy bentonitic mudrocks
with minor amounts of volcaniclastic sandstone and vitric ash (Estancia Los Toldos and
Estancia El Carmen; Figures SA, 6); (2) a series of highly bioturbated very mature
paleosols developed on sandy volcaniclastic mudrocks (Portezuelo Sumich Norte and
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Estancia Ana :Maria; Figures 3B, 4A, 5B, 6); or (3) a sequence of carbonaceous
volcaniclastic shale and sandy mudrock interbedded with vitric ash [Cerro de los ~lonos
and Loma de la Llm'ia (Figure 6) and, locally, in Arroyo Feo].
Nearly every unit in every section of the Pinturas Formation v,as altered somewhat by
penecontemporaneous ~Iiocene pedogenesis. Some of these paleosols obviously required
more time to form than others, and a zone of superposed, exceptionally mature paleosols in
the lower sequence of the Pinturas Formation is so thick and lithologically distinctive that
it is a useful stratigraphic marker. This zone is developed at the bases of the sections at
Portezuelo Sumich Korte and Estancia Ana ~laria, it occurs a few meters above the section
base at Estancia Los Toldos, and is found in the middle of the section at Estancia El
Carmen (Figures 3B, 4A, SA and B, 6). Because this group of exceptionally mature
paleosols is im'ariably restricted to the 100,\'er sequence of the Pinturas Formation, it is
inferred to represent more or less isochronous periods of intense :Miocene soil formation
throughout the Pinturas River \'alley and, with the two intraformational unconformities
bounding the middle sequence of the formation, constitutes our basis for regional
intraformational correlation. The paleosols in this zone, as in the Pinturas Formation in
general, invariably formed upon primary pyroclastic parent materials. They generally
possess a dark gray organic epipedon and rhizolith-rich zones in the A horizon. The B
horizons commonly have zones \yell cemented \vith CaC0 3 , and others which show
evidence of modest clay illuviation. Both the A and B horizons are intensely bioturbated.
At Cerro de los ~fonos and Loma de la Lluvia (Figure 6), the very mature paleosol zone
is absent and the base of the formation is made up of carbonaceous shales and mudrocks.
These units are also largely pyroclastic, they contain abundant nodular and granular
jarosite and lepidocrocite and crystals of selenite, and are rich in plant remains and detrital
organic debris. They generally ha\'e one to three 10-20 em thick interbeds ofv,:hite vitric
volcanic ash. In Arroyo F eo, calcareous concretions yielding poorly-presen'ed fish remains
were encountered in the carbonaceous shales, Stratigraphic relations in the western
exposures at Estancia Ana ~laria and in southern tributaries of Arroyo Feo indicate that
these carbonaceous shales and mudrocks correlate with the upper part of the \'ery mature
paleosol zone.
In the type section, at Portezuelo Sumich ~orte, and at Estancia Los Toldos Sur, the
\'ery mature paleosol zone is capped by up to 12 m of sandy yellow, green, or pink
bentonitic mudrock containing relatively immature paleosols. These soils commonly
contain areas of grouped black (manganiferous) or \\,hite (calcareous) burrows, formed by
se\'eral generations of colonial rodents, At Cerro de los ~Ionos and Loma de la Lluvia
(Figure 6), where the very mature paleosol zone is absent, the correlati\'e interbedded
carbonaceous shales and mudrocks are O\'erlain by thick deposits of sandy green and
yellow volcanic mudrock. At Estancia El Carmen, the very mature paleosol zone forms the
top of the lower sequence of the Pinturas Formation, and is truncated by a deep scour; a
relation also seen locally at Portezuelo Sumich .:\'orte (Figure 6),

l~1iddle

sequence
The base of the middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation \\'as deposited on a regional
scour surface; thus additionaL though unrepresented, lower sequence deposition took place
prior to initial deposition of the middle sequence. A mature, organic-rich paleosol
(mollisol?) was de\'eloped regionally on this scour surface. In most sections, the geometry

FOSSIL PLATYRRHI E PALEOE VIRO ME ITS

Figure 7. Pa leodune depo it in the middle qu nce of th e Pinturas Formation , Estancia na Maria.
natural cro - ection ofbarchanoid paleodune howing cro - tratifl ation of pal odun for
how direction of pal owind, bar i 2·0 m. B: natural cro -section of barchanoid paleodune howing
paleodune fore et and phreatic zone boundary (a rrow) of relatively un ceme nted and relatively
well-cemented paleodune and. Bar i 1·0 m. C: exhum d flank ofbarchanoid pal od un e howino- teep
de cent of pal odune wings (empha iz d at lower right ) a nd phreatic zone conta t (arrow). zimuth of
paleowind flow was directly into the picture. H eight of e roded paleodune face a t left i 5·3 m.
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of this scour is obvious. However, in areas lateral to the deepest scouring, the level of the
scour is represented solely by the thick organic-rich paleosol.
In the type section and at Portezuelo Sumich Norte, two deposits of epiclastic paleodune
sandstone with associated interdune pyroclastic mudrock lie in the scour separating the
lower and middle sequences of the Pinturas Formation (Figures 4B and C, 5C, 6, and 7).
\Vhere two paleodune deposits are present, they are separated by a surface of erosional
unconformity. Only one deposit of paleo dune sand exists at Cerro de los ~10nos and Lorna
de la Lluvia, and it is uncertain which, if either, of the two paleodune deposits in the type
section these represent. Most of the entire middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation is
missing at Estancia Los Toldos Norte, and at Estancia El Carmen (Figure 6) the middle
sequence, though present, contains no paleodune sands. A solitary, thin, volcaniclastic
fluvial channel sandstone (Figure 4D) occurs locally at the base of the middle Pinturas
sequence at Estancia Ana Maria.
\\There best developed, the paleodune sandstones and interbedded and interdune
pyroclastic mudrocks attain a thickness of about 30 m; the thickest individual dune deposit
being about 12 m. The sand is uniformly medium-fine, and frosted grains, though by no
means abundant, are most common in the upper parts of the individual deposits. The
upper parts of the paleodune sands are also friable, whereas the lower one or two meters are
generally weakly cemented with calcium carbonate. The combination of uniform sorting,
large-scale unidirectional cross-sets lacking small-scale subsets, and the crescentic
geometry of some of these sandbodies identify them as barchanoid paleodunes. A thin
volcanic pebble conglomerate occurs associated with interdune deposits at Estancia Ana
Maria, but was not seen elsewhere. In most sections, the paleodune sands contain sparse
invertebrate burrows as well as larger, grouped burrows, presumably of colonial rodents
(Figure 8A).
In the type section, up to 5 m of green and yellow pyroclastic and bentonitic mudrock lie
above each of the paleodune sand deposits and beneath the intraformational unconformity
separating the lower and upper sequences of the Pinturas Formation. The lower part of this
post-dune deposit is a distinctive and well developed charcoal gray A horizon of a paleosol
overlying a few meters of yellow bentonitic mudrock.

Upper sequence
A major scour surface forms the boundary between the middle and upper sequences of the
Pinturas Formation (Figures 4B, 6) in most sections. Especially explicit in the type section
and at Cerro de los Monos, this surface is marked by a paleosol which follows the
paleotopography of the scour, and formed on the truncated paleodunes and the volcanic
mudrocks equally. This scour is not evident at Portezuelo Sumich Norte where, instead,
the level of the scour appears to be marked by a relatively immature paleosol (see
correlation in Figure 6). The scour is also not well developed at Estancia El Carmen, where
only minor scouring and little or no paleosol formation are recorded at this contact. At
Estancia Los Toldos Sur, the paleosol is obvious and the scouring profound; the latter is
responsible for elimination of most of the middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation in
that section, and for having locally cut down to the varicolored bentonitic mudrocks lying
above the very mature paleosol zone near the base of the formation.
The upper sequence of the Pinturas Formation is a massive pyroclastic sandstone and
sandy mudrock containing numerous, though very immature paleosols. The sequence forms
steep, light gray cliffs, locally weathering into distinctive pinnacles (Figures 4B and C)
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Fig ure 8. Trace fo il of ve rte bra te from th e Pintura Form a tion E tancia na M a ri a.
rti cal and
inclin ed burrow (bl ack a rrow ) a nd ne t (op n a rrow), formine- part ofa rod ent "vill a e" in barcha noid
pa leodun e a nd ; middl e sequ ence ofPintura Form a ti on. Knife between la rge burrow a nd ne t i 18 cm
long. B: ne t (a rrow) a nd ga ll eri es of a n unknown m a mm a l, po ibl y a d asy podid , in upper qu ence of
Pintura Form a ti on . H a mm er gi e ca le.
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and attains a thickness exceeding 30 m. This sequence contains, on the \vhole, a greater
proportion of fine sand in the volcanic mudrock, an attribute that probably contributes to
its distinctive pinnacle weathering. These units also locally contain breccia of intraclastic
volcanic mudstone of the same composition as the encasing sediment. Several bands of
yellow iron oxyhvdrate mineral concentrations are present in the lo\ver 10 m, as are
~eculiar cylind~i;al to elliptical zones, stained black with manganese dioxide. Some of
these latter structures appear to be burrows (Figure 8B). Calcified roots and stumps of
trees are common in this unit, and calcareous concretions yielding fossil mammal remains
(at one site, partial dasypodid skeletons) occur locally in it.

[rpper contact
Regionally, the upper contact of the Pinturas Formation with younger rocks is an erosional
unconformity; however, this contact is quite variable in different sections. An erosion
surface and Quaternary terrace gravels cap the upper sequence of the Pinturas Formation
at Portezuelo Sumich Norte, Cerro de los yIonos, and Estancia El Carmen. At Lorna de la
Lluvia, the erosion surface and gravels truncate gray pyroclastics of the middle sequence of
the formation. It is only at Estancia Ana Maria and Estancia Los Toldos Sur that good
contacts with younger Tertiary rocks are seen.
At Estancia Ana Maria, the Pinturas Formation is overlain by at least 150 m oflight red,
violet, dark gray, and chocolate brown bentonitic mudrock. interbedded with gold and
brown sandstone. Although this unit lies in shallow scours cut into the top of the Pinturas
Formation, the scouring did not penetrate more than a few meters into the upper sequence.
The darkly variegated bentonitic mudrocks and somber sandstones contrast markedly
wi th the underlying light rocks of the Pin turas Formation (Figure 4C). This unit con tains
more unaltered pyroclastic material than do deposits of the Santa Cruz Formation on the
Atlantic coast; nonetheless, it resembles the type Santa Cruz more than do any rocks here
ascribed to the Pinturas Formation. cnfortunately, no fossils or vitric tuffs were found in
this unit, and its age cannot now be determined.
The relations of the Pinturas Formation to post-Pinturas rocks are more complex at
Estancia Los Toldos Sur (Figure 6). At the southern margin of that locality, two well
developed scours are found at the top of the formation: the first is about 6-10 m in depth,
and the second (and younger) exceeds 20 m. Pink to dark red bentonitic mudrocks lie in the
older scour, and these are complemented locally by thin beds of golden volcanic sandstone.
This unit, thin as it is, closely resembles part of the unit overlying the Pinturas Formation
at Estancia Ana Maria (?Santa Cruz Formation), and is tentatively referred to it. The
rocks filling the younger scour consist of light gray pyroclastic mudrock. locally rich in
white calcareous rhizoliths and white dasypodid scutes. The position of this unit \'\'ith
respect to the Pinturas Formation and the inferred ?Santa Cruz beds, as well as the poor,
somewhat leached preservation of the scutes, suggest a much younger but unknmvn age for
these rocks. It is the youngest pyroclastic mudrock deposit at Estancia Los Toldos Sur and
is not known to occur elsewhere in the Rio Pinturas \·alley.

Sedimentology and paleoclimate
Introduction
Little detailed sedimentologic or paleoem'ironmental work on the Pinturas Formation has
been accomplished previously. De Barrio et al. (1984) concluded that most ~fiocene
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the Rio Pinturas valley took place on distal alluvial plains-the same
mclusion reached earlier by Ramos (1982) for "Santa Cruz" (=Pinturas) rocks near Lago
( ardiel. Ba yarsky (1982 : 344) observed the significant con tri bu tion of pyroclas tic de bris in
ue sediment, and Roellig (1982) noted a clay dominance of montmorillonite in Pinturas
ludrocks.
De Barrio et af. (1984: 546) also divided the Pinturas Formation into three types of
t l\'ironmental units, which they termed "subfacies". These units do not correspond
:'- 'ratigraphically to the lower, middle, and upper sequences of the Pinturas Formation, as
l)ed here: rather, they were meant to denote changing depositional environments in which
tlch one was a subenvironment of deposition. These are: (1) "fa subfacies de pelitas"
( nudrocks), (2) "la subfacies de areniscas masil'as" (massive sandstones), and (3) "la subfacies
c areniscas entrecruzados" (cross-bedded sands tones). The m udrock su bfacies was believed to
h· composed of transported particles that were deposited from suspension on an inundated
r;ain. The carbonaceous beds and fossil tree trunks they believed to indicate humid
Climates with areas of both forest and prairie. The massive sandstone subfacies was
i::terpreted as crevasse-splays ("depositos de desbordamiento") deposited on an alluvial plain,
; :ld the cross-bedded sands tones as channel fill (" relleno de canal").
The Pinturas Formation is actually a sedimentologically integrated unit that records
],rogressive, though sporadic, aeolian fill of a profound and ancient paleotopography. Both
tile effect of this paleotopography and the physical nature of the successive intervals of
~,eolian sedimentation continued, penecontemporaneously and continuously, to leave their
Plark on all aspects of the sedimentary and stratigraphic organization of the deposit.
Pinturas sediment deposited in water is volumetrically insignificant, and evidence of
"lluvial accumulation is minimal. In fact, it seems that the principal contribution of
,[reams during Pinturas time was erosion.
Instead of its deposition in water, Pinturas accumulation was characterized almost
('(clusively by successive intervals of: (1) pyroclastic (ash fall) or epiclastic (paleodune
'c1l1d) deposition: (2) paleosol development, and (3) erosion. But aeolian deposition and
,lluvial erosion contributed far less to the geologic time represented by the Pinturas section
',han did numerous periods of stability during which :Miocene soils (paleosols) were
:' lrmed. The morphologies of these paleosols and their relative maturities (relative
[mounts of time required to form-see Bown & Kraus, 1987) also reflect the controlling
influences of pyroclastic depositional processes and pre-existing topography.
The sedimentary environment of the Pinturas Formation was subject to two different
kinds of controls: (1) the allocyclic control of pyroclastic production, corresponding to
~cneral episodes of ~fiocene volcanism and, perhaps, related to emplacement of the Fitz
Roy Granite (Nullo et al., 1978; Ramos, 1982), or more general Andean volcanism at the
Lime of formation of the Rio Collon CUn! ignimbrites (Marshall et al., 1977), and (2) the
:mtocyclic control of the erosional topography developed on the Jurassic Bahia Laura
Group. These controls were also instrumental in producing the unusual morphologic
,_haracter of the Pinturas Formation.
C c'pOSItlOn In
L

Erosion and paleotopograplz..y
Regionally. the Pinturas Formation lies \'\'ith erosional or angular unconformity (Figure 3)
upon a profound, partially exhumed paleotopography (in excess of200 m) that formed on
deformed Jurassic basalts and continental sediments of the Bahia Laura Group. This
paleotopography resulted from an episode of post-Bahia Laura and pre-Pinturas structural
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Figure 9. A: fo il primate localit at Portezuelo umich orte. Lag accum ul a tion offo il occur on the
rill fan beneath the filled paleovalle (empha ized ), between the white arrow and xtending down to
the tream b d . The paleo aile i al 0 well expo ed on th oppo ite ide of the ridge, and th more
exten ive rill fan lag there are equally fo iliferou. ote upp r (Iar e arrow) and lower ( mall a rrow)
paleodune depo it truncated b minor cour uperpo d over major pal ova ll ey fill. B: po ible
paleodune (arrow ) in anta Cruz Formation at Monte Ob ervacion, outh a t anta ruz Provin e
( ee Figure I for location ). Ridge about 70 m high . : detail of profile, an ta ruz Formation Monte
Ob ervacion. Hammer give cal.
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leyation of the sedimentary border of the Andean precordillera, and its excision by
,treams. The distribution of preseryed Pinturas rocks suggest that, at one time, Pinturas
lnd younger rocks completely filled this paleotopography. Because the Pinturas Formation
" more readily eroded than are Bahia Laura rocks, the topography developing in the
lresent erosion cycle is largely recapitulating that which existed immediately prior to
Pinturas deposition. The thickest sections of the Pinturas Formation are preserved in the
ieeper, less eroded parts of the pre-~1iocene paleovalleys.
Exca\"ation of this fill by alluyial erosion was also pronounced at many times during
Pinturas accumulation. That this was clearly the dominant alluvial effect is attested to by:
l) the overwhelming proportion of fine pyroclastic debris lacking primary sedimentary
,tructures characteristic of stream deposits; (2) the presence of numerous channeliform
,cours with lower boundaries marked by paleosols; and (3) the general absence of gravel or
:ransported sand of fluvial origin on the floors of the scours (de Barrio et al., 1984, record
'I)cal conglomerates in the Pinturas Formation northeast of Las Horquetas). The location
.is well as the intensitv of intraformational erosion was directlv controlled bv the location of
:)aleovalleys at the c~ntact of the Pinturas Formation and ~he Bahia La~ra Group, and
alley profundity. This is determined by the occurrence of several sediment-filled erosional
uts superposed on both paleovalleys cut into Jurassic rocks and into sediments filling
{'arlier Pinturas paleovalleys (Figure 6, columns for Estancia Los Toldos, Estancia El
Carmen, Estancia Ana ~faria, and Portezuelo Sumich Norte; Figure 9, Portezuelo Sumich
~ orte). The paleosols that formed on sediments below the floors and sides of these
paleovalleys represent the time between the various episodes of paleovalley excavation and
renewed sedimentation.

Inclination of PintuTas rocks
Pinturas rocks are variably inclined (Figures 3, 4A, 5B). Although the inclination might be
attributable to tectonics, it is clear that it bears no relation to the structure of the
underlying deformed rocks of the Bahia Laura Group. There is also no evidence supporting
a refolding of the Bahia Laura. Both the incidence and degree of inclination of Pinturas
rocks decreases upward through the local section (e.g., contrast Figure 3A with Figures 4B
and C); the inclination of strata yarying from as much as 22° (Figure 5B, arrow), to nearly
horizontal. If the dip ofPinturas rocks was of tectonic origin, it is necessary to postulate a
cumbersome tectonic history, and one in which numerous orogenic episodes took place in a
relatively brief span of time. None of these hypothesized orogenies introduced appreciable
allm"ial debris, and none influenced, or bore any causal relation to, the extensive record of
Pinturas intraformational erosion. Moreoyer, each successive tectonic phase must have
decreased in in tensi ty.
A depositional explanation for the inclination of Pinturas strata is more probable. The
local "dip" ofPinturas rocks is inyariably equivalent to the slope of the underlying surface,
\vhether this surface is erosional topography on the Bahia Laura Group, on the Pinturas
Formation, or on a depositional surface upon Pinturas strata (Figures 3, 4A, 5B, 9A).
Because the slope of these surfaces must naturally decrease with progressive filling of either
erosional or depositional topography, the upward decrease in inclination ofPinturas strata
is explained.
Pyroclastic deposition in the Rio Pinturas area was somewhat analogous to snowfalls;
each more or less blanketing the erosional topography and with successive episodes spaced
by much longer intervals of soil formation. Production of similar depositional dip is a
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well-known feature of pyroclastic sediment, one termed "mantle bedding" by Fisher &
Schminke (1984), who observed that ash-fall tephra can mantle surfaces with slopes of up
to 30°. Slope wash allowed valley floors to fill more rapidly than v-alley margins, thus
effecting the decrease in depositional dip seen up section, and affecting the expression and
tem poral relations of paleosols (see following section).

Lower sequence
The earliest recorded deposition of Pinturas rocks in the study area consists of a massive
pink and brown bentonitic mudrock. This unit is best de\-eloped at Estancia El Carmen,
where it fills a deep scour in the Bahia Laura Group, and it might be locally represented at
Portezuelo Sumich Norte (Figure 6). It was succeeded by green and yellow pyroclastic
mudrocks at the former locality and at Estancia Los Toldos. These sediments appear to
have accumulated rather rapidly as their contained paleosols are very immature and show
little horizonation. In all sections, except Cerro de los Monos and Loma de la Lluvia, the
following 3-15 m is light gray pyroclastic mudrock upon which was de\-eloped the very
mature paleosol zone. Collectively, these paleosols comprise a distinctive marker unit and
indicate that pyroclastic production (or accumulation) was sporadic and that fluvial
erosion was at a standstill.
At Portezuelo Sumich Norte, Estancia Ana ~'faria, and Estancia Los Toldos, the very
mature paleosol zone is succeeded by: (1) green and yello\v volcanic mudrocks; (2) pink
and brown bentonitic mudrocks; and (3) massive gray volcanic mudrocks. The latter unit
is indistinguishable from rocks of the upper sequence of the Pinturas Formation and is
invariably truncated by the erosional unconformity separating the lower and middle
sequences (Figure 6). At Estancia El Carmen, this unconformity instead truncates the very
mature paleosol zone (Figure SA). At Cerro de los ~lonos and Loma de la Lluvia, the lo\',-er
sequence of the formation is made up of carbonaceous volcanic shales and mudrocks,
followed by green and yellow volcanic mudrocks with very immature paleosols.
Paleotopographic relations indicate that the very mature paleosol zone was generally
developed on topographic highs, the various volcanic mudrocks at intermediate levels, the
carbonaceous units in low areas, and the pink and brown bentonitic mudrocks generally,
but not invariably, in deep scours. These obsen-ations suggest a direct relationship, though
not a very clear one, between episodes of pyroclastic production and those of
in traforma tional erosion.
At most localities within the very mature paleosol zone, the constitutions and maturities
of the paleosols change laterally dmvnslope, along the paleotopography (paleocatena,
Figure 10). This change is especially explicit at "el caldera" at Estancia Ana ~faria, between
the few exceptionally mature paleosols at relatively high topographic positions laterally to
numerous paleosols of significant but lesser maturity found at lower topographic positions.
The least mature of the paleosols in the upper part of the very mature paleosol zone
separate the more mature paleosols from topographically low carbonaceous units.
"Bedding" of Pinturas strata also conforms with underlying topographic perturbations,
and was produced by textural and chemical zonation in the sediment during ~1iocene soil
formation. Therefore the paleosols, like the deposits themselves, mirror topographically
the surface on which they formed.
These relationships are not only interesting, they are necessary to equalize time between
thick sediments with many immature paleosols lying in topographic depressions, and
thinner deposits with fewer but more mature paleosols at more ele\'ated topographic
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Figure 10. Diagram illustrating relationship of geologic time to sediment thicknesses across
paleotopography, as determined by sections and lateral relations of paleosol maturities in the very
mature paleosol zone of the lower sequence of the Pinturas Formation. Paleosols in the Pinturas
Formation are depicted in black, with greater thickness denoting greater maturity (more time required
to form). ~ote that, as \dth the allU\"ial pedofacies, thicker successions in areas of relatively rapid
sediment accumulation contain more paleosols but of lesser maturity than in areas of slower sediment
accumulation. Vertical lines at contact bet\\'een the Jurassic BahIa Laura Group and the Pinturas
Formation represent very mature pre-Pinturas paleosol. Relations are schematic and are based on
exposures at "e/ caldera" at Estancia Ana l\faria.

;)OSltlOns. The relation and integration of rock- and time-stratigraphic principles~
majestically displayed by sediments and paleosols of the Pinturas Formation, is essentially
that of a pyroclastic pedofacies, akin to the alluvial pedofacies documented by Bown &
Kraus (1987).

-'fiddle sequence
One or t\VO paleodune sandstones are presented in the middle sequence of the Pinturas
Formation. These sandstones are composed of medium-fine sand, they have a general
barchanoid geometry (e.g., Fryberger & Dean, 1979), and they contain one or two
large-scale inclined cross beds, from 2-12 m thick. ~leasurements parallel to the inclination
of the cross beds yield consistent paleowind azimuths of 86-92° (easterly). Their
classification as barchanoid \vas arrived at by examination of the geometries of partly
(Figure 5C) to nearly completely exhumed (Figure 7C) paleodunes. Specifically, they
appear to be true barchans or, perhaps, barchanoid ridges. The paleodune sandstones are
generally friable in their upper part and are moderately cemented with calcium carbonate
in the lower few meters (Figures 7B and C). The calcite was probably mobilized by
ground\,\'ater percolation follo'wing fill of interdune areas with pyroclastic mudrock. "'hat
appear to be Stokes surfaces (e.g., Fryberger et al., 1988) are well developed in some areas
at Estancia Ana ~laria, where they are represented by cemented paleodune sands that
were truncated by penecontemporaneous ~liocene deflation. Composition of the
paleodune sand is largely non-\"olcanic indicating access to sources other than the volcanic
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part of the Andean cordillera. As observed previously, paleodunes have now been
recognized provisionally as a part of the coastal Santa Cruz Formation (Figures 9B and C;
Larries tra et al., in press).
The dunes are entombed by green, yellow, and gray pyroclastic mudrocks containing
paleosols, indicating that \"olcanicity alternated with the introduction of paleodune
epiclastic sand, and that both were spaced by periods of little depositional activity. A
significant erosional unconformity with a paleosol at its base separates the two dune
deposits at Portezuelo Sumich Norte and Estancia Ana Maria. The older of the paleodune
deposits lies on the major scour surface separating the lower and middle sequences of the
Pinturas Formation. This relationship suggests, but does not prove, that both the erosion
surface and the paleodunes might have a related origin, possibly structural elevation in the
nearby Andes cordillera. This uplift would have lowered baselevels in the Pinturas region
of the precordillera and might, at least for a time, have altered weather patterns and led to a
somewhat drier regional climate. But the paleodunes might equally well indicate
significant dryness only in source areas. Under this scenario, lowering of baselevels in the
Pinturas area could also have been achieved by Atlantic eustasy, with or without any
concomitant activity in the cordillera. Given the elevated position of the Pinturas litho tope
in the precordillera, it was naturally subject to erosion, and it is unnecessary to postulate
any relative elevation of cordillera nor depression of marine strandlines to explain erosion
there in Pinturas time.
Thin volcanic pebble conglomerates that occur locally on Pinturas Stokes surfaces are
similar to those seen by Ramos (1982) in the Ensenada Formation near Lago Cardiel.
Ramos associated those conglomerates with elevation of the Andean cordillera; however,
the thin, discontinuous, and volumetrically insignificant Pinturas psefites are unlikely to
record appreciable Andean structural elevation. It is more likely that they simply record a
time when temporarily increased local dryness allowed gradual headward erosion of
degrading Pinturas streams to briefly achieve volcanic rock sources to the west.

Upper sequence
The upper sequence of the Pinturas Formation is a massive unit. The several immature
paleosols within it, with dark gray, organic rich A horizons, attest to its having been
deposited rather rapidly, though in several stages. The intraclastic breccia of volcanic
mudrock which occurs in this sequence at some localities, especially proximal to confining
paleotopography, probably was formed by colluvial erosion and earthflowing. This
indicates that saturation of the newly-deposited sediment occurred at times, which is, in
turn, suggestive of periodic significant rainfall. The variable contact relations of the upper
sequence \vith the middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation (pronounced erosional
unconformity at Estancia Ana Maria, Cerro de los Monos, and Estancia Los Toldos;
minor, almost insignificant scouring at Estancia El Carmen; and paraconformity with
immature paleosol at Portezuelo Sumich ~orte) indicate that Portezuelo Sumich Norte
and Estancia EI Carmen were relatively distant from areas of stream incision at that time.
Paleoenvironmental evidence oj paleosols and Jossils
Paleosols in the Pinturas Formation indicate that the soil environment was normallv moist.
This is documented by moderate to pronounced epipedon development, appreciable clay
and mineral translocation and some cu tan developmen t (even in very imma ture paleosols),
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Figure 1l. Fossil termite nest in very mature paleosol zone nea r base of lower sequence of Pinturas
Formation, .\rroyo F eo (see Bown & Laza, in press). Kote fine, compacted gray sediment lining
galleries.

absence of significant CaC0 3 buildup. This interpretation is corroborated for the
i)\Ver sequence by the existence of carbonaceous units.
The Pinturas paleosols show a tendency to decreas e in general maturity through time.
\n exception is at the bases of the major scours, at nearly all of which relatively mature
)aleosols formed. That relationship suggests a general increase of volcanicity through time
') L
at the very least, an increase in pyroclastic material available from active volcanic
-ources. The net effec t vvas a general increase in the Pinturas sediment accumulation rate.
Because the depositional setting \·vas a volcanic one, it seems that on a grand scale the
,.1.ccumulation cycle vvas one of: (1) sporadic d eposition of pyroclastic material from distant
~o urces~ punctuated by soil formation (the intervals between deposition being in direct
relation to paleosol maturity ); (2) particularly \'iolent or perhaps more proximal eruptions ,
follmved by fires and deforestation; and (3) minor to considerable erosion , producing
te mporally modest to major intraformational unconformities and earth-flowage,
depending on proximity to stream incision. Additional information on Pinturas
depositional patterns is forthcoming from Pinturas holostrome restoration (see section
below ) .
Trace fossils in the paleosols are both diverse and very abundant. In addition to those of
rodents and ?dasypodids mention ed above, others record activity of many kinds of insects ,
including scarabeid beetles (for example, Frenguelli , 1938) , termites (Figure 11), and
several unattributed forms. Discovery of the fossil nest of a nasutitermitine termite in the
llle!
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very mature paleosol zone near the base of the Pinturas Fm. indicates the presence of areas
of tropical forest (Bown & Laza, in press) . Nondescript bioturbation is practically
ubiquitous in the lower and upper sequences of the formation. The paleodune sands in the
middle sequence also locally contain abundant trace fossils-those of indeterminate
colonial insects, rodents (Figure 8A), and an unknovvn invertebrate being the most
common. Though the paleodunes seem to indicate an arid climate for the middle part of the
Pinturas Formation, the abundance and variety of trace fossils in the middle sequence
suggests that conditions were certainly not arid. The positions of both burrovv tops and
terminations in the paleodune sands indicate their formation contemporaneous with the
dunes. Rhizoliths are common throughout the formation, but are best developed in the
upper sola of the mollic paleosols. The rhizoli ths and the poorly preserved, calcified boles
of trees (see, e.g., Kraus, 1988) indicate that considerable vegetation, perhaps even forests,
were at times typical of the Pinturas landscape. Carbonaceous shale deposits, such as occur
in the lower sequence of the formation, cannot form in arid environments. Poorly preserveq
fish remains in those units in Arroyo Feo indicate ponding on the lower part of the lower
Pinturas lithotope.
The vertebrate fauna is abundant, varied (see section below), and contains several
elements suggestive of at least partly forested, adequately watered conditions. These
include arboreal monkeys, caenolestid marsupials (some of which may have been
arborealL and frogs. Fossil mammals, including platyrrhine monkeys, occur in interdune
deposits in the middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation at Estancia Ana ~1aria, Cerro
de los .Monos, and Loma de la Lluvia. These occurrences indicate thaC if appreciable
climatic drying did accompany dune formation, some forest-dvvelling mammals (including
monkeys) were either unaffected by it or quickly re-established themselves following dune
formation. Vertebrate fossils, especially astrapotheres, hegetotheres, glyptodonts, and
dasypodids, are common in the lower and middle parts of the upper sequence of the
Pinturas Formation, but the primates are apparently absent. It is interesting that it is from
this part of the formation that the calcified tree stumps occur. Perhaps the lack of primates
reflects an inhospitable em·ironment related to increased pyroclastic sediment
accumulation rate, one great enough to ha\Oe buried the stumps before their complete
deterioration. Because correlation of this part of the Pinturas Formation vvith the
platyrrhine-bearing Santa Cruz is insecure, it is equally likely that the boundary between
the middle and upper sequences of the Pinturas Formation records their extinction in
southern Argentina.

Accumulation of vertebrate fossils
The Pinturas Formation is quite rich in fossil mammals. Even though much additional
work is necessary, it is appropriate here to outline vvhat has been learned about the
occurrences of the fossils. Composition of the mammal fauna is now known to \Oary both
temporally and at different geographic sites in the same sequence. \\Tith two exceptions,
neither the absolute numbers of fossils recovered nor the incidence of concentrations of
them appear to be restricted to any particular sequences, or to units or levels within them
that can be correlated between exposures. Ko yertebrate remains are known from the \Oerv
mature paleosol sequence near the base of the formation, though this unit has bee~
profoundly modified by insect and other imoertebrate bioturbation (Bown & Laza, in
press). Vertebrates are exceedingly rare in the deposits of dune sand in the middle part of
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· he formation, and also in the paleosols that developed on interdune deposits. Yertebrate
lcti\'ity, hO\\,ever, is abundantly represented in the paleodune deposits and elsewhere in
· he formation by hundreds of grouped burrows, probably representing rodent "villages".
)ome of these burrows and their encasing deposits yield rare rodent skulls, teeth, andjaws.
rhese, however. are but occasional finds and bear no relation to the major vertebrate
'oncen tra tions.
The fossils that occur in situ at the principal mammal localities in the Pinturas Formation
lppear to ha\'e accumulated either in paleosols or on the floors of paleovalley scours. This
s true of the se\'eral principal concentrations and the fewer random finds. Paleosol
oncentrations of fossils in the lower third of the formation are generally associated with
·nore rna ture paleosols than are concen tra tions from the middle and upper thirds. \Vhere it
an be determined exactly which unit is yielding the fossils, they are deri\'ed from the upper
)art of the paleosol, generally from an organic carbon enriched A horizon. The remains are
)rincipally jav.;s V\'ith 2-4 teeth and isolated teeth (about 71 %, based on a sample of 296
-pecimens). Bones, though mostly incomplete, are unabraded and apparently were not
transported any significant distance. Tooth marks occur on about 14% of the long bones
\\T have examined, indicating that some of the remains were scavenged prior to burial.
Paleosol concentrations of fossil vertebrates occur in the local sections at Estancia Ana
_\Iaria. Cerro de Los Monos, Lorna de la Lluvia, Estancia Los Toldos, and Estancia El
Carmen. Preliminary \vork indicates that these concentrations are quite similar to the
I ttritional paleosol assemblages described by Bown & Kraus (1981).
Accumulations of fossils weathering from levels coincident with the floors of paleovalley
~cours is seen at Portezuelo Sumich ~orte (where there is but one fossil locality), and at
"pecific sites at Estancia Ana :Maria and Estancia El Carmen. These sites are typified by
.1bundant fossils with a lateral distribution limited to the boundaries of scour floors. At
Portezuelo Sumich Norte, erosion along a tributary of Arroyo Feo has exposed two
cross-sections of a single scour, more than 15m deep and 30 m wide, on opposite sides of a
badland ridge (Figure 9A). Fossils were found in profusion on flats at the base of the (then)
unrecognized scour on both sides of the ridge; no specimens have yet been found farther
laterally. A few centimeters of medium sand delimits and mantles the floor of the scour at
Portezuelo Sumich Norte, but the fossil-producing scours are mud floored at both Estancia
.\na ylaria and Estancia El Carmen. The fossils are again relatively unabraded, suggesting
that what little transport took place was probably slopewash from valley walls. As in the
paleosol concentrations, the remains are dominated by ja\\' fragments and isolated teeth,
and probably accumulated as a scavenged, attritional lag on the floor and sides of the
\'alley.
Behrensmeyer (1988) has described two taphonomic modes for accumulation of
attritional \'ertebrate assemblages in channels: channel-lag and channel-fill. The Pinturas
paleovalley scour assemblages appear to be a special case of her channel-fill mode, one
developed in the incised topography of a degrading alluvial regime (as opposed to
a bandoned channels of an aggrading regime), and one in which associated skeletal remains
are rarely presen'ed.

Correlation of Pinturas platyrrhine localities
Fossil higher primates were found at eight principal localities in the Pinturas Formation.
The primates \vere named by Fleagle et al. (1987) and Fleagle (1990). The sites and the
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fossil primates from them are as follows:
1. Portezuelo Sumich Norte (hereafter Sumich Norte, Carlocebus carmenerzsis, Carlocebus
intermedius and Soriacebus ameghinorum);
2. Estancia Ana ~laria (at Lorna de las Ranas; hereafter Ana ~laria, Carlocebus carmenensis
and Soriacebus adrianae);
3. Cerro de los ~lonos (hereafter ~lonos, Carlocebus carmenensis, Soriacebus adrianae);
4. Lorna de la Lluvia (hereafter Llm'ia, Carlocebus carmenensis, Soriacebus adriarzae);
5. Estancia los Toldos Sur (hereafter Toldos Sur, Carlocebus carmenensis);
6. Estancia El Carmen (two sites, hereafter Carmen lower and Carmen upper, Carlocebus
carmenensis) ;
7. Estancia Los Toldos Norte (at Cauce Seca, hereafter Toldos Norte, Carlocebus
carmerzensis) , and
8. Portezuelo Sumich Sur (hereafter Sumich Sur, Carlocebus carmenensis, Soriacebus adrianae).

It is desirable to relate these localities to one another stratigraphically to facilitate the
examination of e\'olutionary sequences of the primates and associated faunas, as \vell as to
provide a means for future separation of probable temporal and geographic influences on
faunal composition for their correlation with those of the coastal Santa Cruz Formation. At
the first six sites, enough section is preserved that their stratigraphic relations with respect
to one another have been established with some confidence. The position of the seventh
site, Toldos ='Jorte, is problematical (for reasons given belm\'); the eighth, Sumich Sur, is a
small, isolated blowout, a few kilometers distant from the most proximal exposures that
can be related directly to other localities.
Although the Pinturas Formation is relatively thin, as obsen'ed earlieL its depositional
history is quite complicated ovving to its position as a depocenter on the elevated margin of
the Andean precordillera. Its proximity to sources of pyroclastic and aeolian debris
provided ample and varied sediment at different times during Pinturas history, but its
elevated position in the precordillera ensured considerable erosion during intervals of no
deposition. At other times, when there was something of a balance between erosion and
deposition, soils (now paleosols) formed; relatively mature paleosols representing rather
longer intervals of sedimentation stasis than relatively immature paleosols (Bm\'n &
Kraus, 1987). Exposures in the RIo Pinturas valley are generally poor. Therefore, it is
ironic that it is largely the complicated nature of the Pinturas depositional system that has
facilitated correlation of the fossil localities \vithin the formation. This correlation was
established by relating the rather ob\'ious unconformities, lithologic changes, and paleosols
of varying maturity to one another in the widely scattered exposures. Intraformational
correlation offossillocalities in the Pinturas Formation has allowed reconstruction of much
of the original depositional sequences, and permits construction of a sedimentologically
and temporally restored Pinturas section.
Due to the major erosional unconformity at the formation base, the generally thin
sequences, and the disparate nature of Pinturas exposure, correlation of fossil localities
within the Pinturas Formation hinges on a basic premise. This is that the 3 -10 m thick
zone of very mature paleosols, almost invariably found near the base of the formation
where the base is exposed (Figure 6), formed penecontemporaneously at all of the sites
where it occurs. The upper part of the very mature paleosol zone intertongues \\'ith
carbonaceous volcanic mudrocks northwest ofSumich Norte. Else\\-here, the carbonaceous
unit is a lithology that is also otherwise encountered only near the presen'ed base of the
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tormation, and in areas in which the very mature paleosol zone is absent (for example, at
.\Ionos and Lluvia, Figure 6). Therefore, it appears that very mature paleosols were
torming in some areas on the Pinturas lithotope at the same time that ponded or swampy
::onditions existed elsewhere. This ponding certainly indicates low local positions on the
Pinturas lithotope.
The lowest known rocks of the Pinturas Formation occur at Estancia El Carmen, about
l7 km south-southeast of Toldos Sur (Figure 2). The Estancia El Carmen exposure is the
Jilly place at which an appreciable section exists beneath the very mature paleosol zone
Figure 6). The stratigraphically lowest Pinturas primate specimens (Carmen lower) occur
.tbout 1·5 m beneath the base of the very mature paleosol zone at Estancia El Carmen, and
Jbout 2·0 m above an ash-fall tufT dated at 16·6 ± 1·5 ~Ia (Bown et ai., 1988b). A major
-Tosional unconformity is present at the top of the very mature paleosol zone at Estancia El
C:armen, and the floor of the paleovalley forming the unconformity is filled with a
distinctive pink and brown volcanic mudrock. Another paleovalley (perhaps formed at the
-arne time) is filled with the same material at Sumich ~orte (Figure 6), and occurs in
.ipproximately the same stratigraphic position, cutting into the very mature paleosol zone.
,\t Sumich Norte, however, the outcrop reveals the section lateral to the deepest part of the
;)aleovalley-a section that is not preserved at Carmen (above the very mature paleosol
Lone and below the paleovalley fill). In this section, at the base of the pink and brown
:nudrock in the paleovalley scour, lies the Sumich Norte locality, The third oldest primate
.ucality, Carmen upper, lies at a level equal to about the middle of the pink and brown
paleovalley fill at Estancia El Carmen (Figure 6).
Correlation of three of the four remaining Pinturas primate localities is facilitated by the
t'~sentially tripartite nature of the formation; a lower sequence of pyroclastic mudrocks
dominated by the very mature paleosols, a middle sequence of epiclastic dune sand and
:lssociated pyroclastic interdune deposits, and an upper sequence of massive gray
:)~Toclastic mudrock. These units are recognizable throughout the Rio Pinturas valley and
,ire separated from one another by major regional erosional unconformities. The localities
.\Ionos, Lluvia, and Ana ~laria lie between the two unconformities-that at Monos
identified by clear field relations, and that at Lluvia by inference; Lluvia is slightly above
the lower unconformity but the exposure ends before the upper unconformity is
encountered. Only a single deposit of paleo dune sand is present at both Monos and Llm"ia.
This deposit lies directly on the lower unconformable surface and, at both sites, primate
tlJssils occur directly above the dune sand. At Ana Maria there are two rather thick dune
~and units and fossil primates occur near the base of a scour cut into the upper dune sand.
These relations suggest that the Ana Maria site, though also within the middle part of the
Pinturas Formation, is higher stratigraphically than either Monos or Lluvia. It would be at
~lbout the same level if it could be established that the solitary dune sands at :Monos and
Lluvia represent the upper sand at Ana Maria. This is unlikely because at Monos and
Lluvia the solitary dune sand lies directly atop the lower unconformity.
The position of the Toldos Sur locality is enigmatic because the bed producing the
primates has not been precisely located, and because the Toldos Sur section is regionally
(he most complicated. It appears that the primates come from one of two intervals, and
these are separated by a major unconformity. The possibilities are: (1) any of the units
:tbove the lower, tabular, pink-brown pyroclastic mudrock (Figure 6) and beneath the first
tl\"edying scour surface, and (2) somewhere above the latter scour surface, in the lenticular
QTay pyroclastic mudrock unit that is bounded by unconformities and lies in a deep scour
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cutting into the first unit. The fossils definitely do not come from either of the two youngest
"cour fills at the top of the Toldos Sur column (Figure 6), both of which are developed only
locally. There are no dune sand deposits at Toldos Sur, and the time interval for them is
cdmost certainly contained in the lower unconformable surface. That this scour surface is a
:najor one, representing all of time of the middle part of the Pinturas Formation is clear; it is
mderlain by the lower part of the Pinturas Formation and is overlain by the upper part.
fherefore, the Toldos Sur primates are either relatively old, or much the youngest known
rom the formation. The former possibility is the more likely. Collections from all localities
~ hat occur positively in the upper sequence indicate that sequence introduces a largely new
!,lUna rich in glyptodonts and dasypodids and, though it is very rich in fossils of small
llammals at some localities, none of these have yet yielded primates. If from the lower of
,he two optional stratigraphic positions, Toldos Sur is intermediate in position between
Carmen upper and Monos/Lluvia.
Based on the above correlations, the stratigraphic arrangement of fossil primate-bearing
], >calities in the Rio Pinturas valley (from oldest to youngest) is therefore: (1) Carmen
l,)\ver; (2) Sumich Norte; (3) Carmen upper; (4?) Toldos Sur; (5) Monos and Lluvia
clpproximately equal position); (6?) Sumich Sur and Toldos Norte (Cauce Seca); and (7)
~ \na Maria. The primate appearances therefore follow one another temporally, thus:
(arlocebus carmenensis, C. intermedius and Soriacebus ameghinorum, Soriacebus adrianae.
Sumich Sur is developed on a sandy gray volcanic mudrock indistinguishable from that
hetween paleodune deposits in the middle sequence of the Pinturas Formation at Estancia
_-\na Maria. Toldos Norte (Cauce Seca) lies beneath the unconformity separating the
middle and upper sequences at Toldos Sur and above a stratified deposit of paleodune
-<iI1d, placing this locality in the middle or upper part of the middle sequence of the
Pinturas Formation.

Reconstruction of the Pinturas section and restoration of the Pinturas
holostrome
I n his classic work on time-stratigraphy, \Vheeler (1958) introduced the possibility of using
;'estored sections in stratigraphic correlation. Elaborating concepts developed partly by
Blackwelder (1909), \\Theeler (1958: 1050) conceived of objective time-stratigraphic units
cl,S "all three-dimensional entities (material, non-material, or combinations of both)
\\'hich ... are defined" [by] "two lateral space dimensions and a vertical time dimension."
These entities "must delineate all interpreted deposition ... non-deposition, postdepositional erosion removal, or whatever combination of these may be useful in the
interpretation and visualization of geologic history." This concept was embodied in his
lle\V term, the holostrome; i.e., the complete restored deposition, including preserved strata
~ll1d lacunae. The "objective frameworks of reference" for the holostrome are
,cquences-assemblages "of strata exhibiting similar responses to similar tectonic
t,tl\'ironments over wide areas, separated by objective horizons without specific time
"ignificance" (\Vheeler, 1958: 1050; see also Sloss et at., 1949). Though \Vheeler advanced
these concepts through his studies of transgressive and regressive sequences, they have (as
\ \Theeler recognized) application to the correlation and elucidation of sequences of any
'Il'igin.
In this work, the Pinturas Formation has been separated into three such sequences (the
l(\\ver, middle, and upper), with the "objective horizons" being the major intraformational
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erosional unconformities. The Pinturas Formation contains numerous paleosols, some
relationships of which to time- and rock-stratigraphy were outlined by Retallack (l983a,
1983b, 1984), and by Kraus & Bown (1986). In \\"heeler's terminology, a paleosol
represents a hiatus, i.e., a time interval represented by no significant deposition. The
scours are erosional vacuities, or the non-material parts of a holostrome formerly
represented by deposits. The material removed by scouring, including sediment and
whatever paleosols were formed on it, comprises a lacuna, i.e., a time interval of both
erosion and non-deposition.
To restore the Pinturas holostrome, it was necessary: (1) to reconstruct a composite
Pinturas rock section based on all known depositional units placed in their correct relative
stratigraphic order; (2) to provide some sort of empirical basis for measuring relative time
contained in erosional intervals (lacunae); and (3) to provide an empirical basis for
evaluation of relative time contained in the paleosols (hiatuses). A composite reconstructed
Pinturas section was made by simple correlation of paleosols, unconformities, and marker
beds between the six sections illustrated in Figure 6, and interpolating units present in
some of these sections, but absent in others due to erosion. Some of the details of this
reconstruction were presented at the end of the preceding section, and the reconstructed
section is depicted in the left column of Figure l2. The temporal significance of erosional
vacuities was assessed by tracing the scours laterally to their margins and interpolating
values for paleosols in the preserved (unremoved) rock. For the paleosols (hiatuses), a
relative maturity index (1 = very immature, 2 = immature, 3 = mature, and 4 = very
mature) was formulated on the basis of the combined A and B horizon thickness, following
the procedure established by Bown & Kraus (1987). In determining relative time, raw
parent material was accorded a value of zero (the time of actual deposition of individual
units being practically instantaneous geologically), very immature paleosols a value of 1,
immature paleosols a value of 2, mature paleosols a value of 4, and very mature paleosols a
value of 8. The latter high values reflect the general decrease in maturation rate through
time (Bown & Kraus, 1987).
The restored Pin turas holos trome is shown in the second column of Figure 12. This
column depicts the various depositional units, paleosols, and degradational intervals
corrected for the relative amount of total Pinturas time represented by each. The bulk of
this time (about two-thirds) is occupied by the lower sequence of the formation, in
particular, by the very mature paleosol zone (about 45%). Because paleosol maturity is a
good index of sediment accumulation rate (Bown, 1985; Kraus & Bown, 1986; Bown &
Kraus, 1987), relative values for varying sediment accumulation rates through time can be
derived directly from the holostrome. This information is depicted in column 3 of Figure
12, in which unrestored lucunae are shown as less than 0 net sediment accumulation rate,
and rates increase in an indirect relation to paleosol maturity. That is, uneroded immature
paleosols indicate that there was relatively little time for the soils to mature before
deposition of more sediment (sediment accumulation rate was relatively rapid), and more
mature paleosols indicate more time available for soil maturation before the next
depositional episode (sediment accumulation rate was relatively slow).
From column 3 of Figure 12, it is seen that the sediment accumulation rate for Pinturas
deposition fluctuated considerably but tended to increase during the time represented by
the middle and upper sequences of the formation. Also obvious is that the most significant
increases in accumulation rate were almost invariably followed by important intervals of
regional erosion. In an alluvial setting, this phenomenon might be interpreted to reflect
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(\cles of structural elevation in source areas and/or concomitant sea level fluctuations.
H uweveL because the Pinturas depositional setting was pyroclastic aeolian, and stream
~j tion was largely confined to erosion, it would seem more likely that the act of deposition
~.mehow directly influenced the subsequent erosion. It is suggested that increased
F roclastic production resulted in fires and deforestation, enhancing erosion of Pinturas
sediment. Although it is impossible to substantiate this interpretation by more direct
tl;~'ans~ it is clear that no significant regional (or even local) erosion took place during the
1, ;H2," interval offormation of the very mature paleosol zone. Therefore, intervals of erosion
i:' the elevated precordillera were not instigated simply by appreciable decreases in
p\ roclastic production.
rhe advantages of holostrome restoration should be obvious. In spite of the great
p' -,sibility of introducing errors in time resolution, if the estimates are even reasonably
c1 '''L to actual proportions, the restored holostrome is a far more accurate depiction of the
rC';,ltive organization of geological and biological events in time. The information obtained
C::l be used to considerable advantage in relating sedimentary and tectonic events, and
ratl'S of sediment accumulation and mammal evolution.

Age and correlation of Pinturas Formation
:\ '- outlined in the introduction, some earlier workers have suggested that the Pinturas
\", ctcbrate fauna is earliest Santacrucian in age, and might even include some forms more
t\ pical of the late Oligocene Colhuehuapian. Others averred that, although the Pinturas
fa una is certainly Santacrucian, its precise placement within that land-mammal age is
wlcertain. It has also been believed likely that the Pinturas Formation contains time
equivalents of both the marine Patagonian Formation and the lower part of the type Santa
(:'lIZ Formation. Cnfortunately, and in spite of the quite large collections of Pinturas
m.lmmals recovered in the last several years, their preparation and identification for study
h,ls not kept pace with the need for their use in correlation, both with faunas of the type
S,Ultacrucian and those of the younger Friasian. Moreover, recognition of dis tinct Pinturas
El unas bounded by significant intraformational unconformities in the Pinturas section
oilers the question: from exactly which Pinturas sequences did the original collections
(lIme?
Based on new radiometric dates from the type area, ~farshall et at. (1986) believed
S.lntacrucian time to comprise that interval between about 18·0 and 15·0 Ma, thus
c, Jmmencing well after the start of the :Miocene (23'5 ~fa; Berggren et at., 1985). Bown et al.
i j Cl88b) published a data of 16·6 ± 1·5 .Ma for rocks near the base of the Pinturas section at
E~tancia El Carmen (Figure 6). A second Pinturas date (13'3 ± 3·3 Ma) was recently
oLtained from a tufT in the carbonaceous volcanic mudrocks at Lorna de la Lluvia. Similar
ctrbonaceous volcanic mudrocks (lacking datable tufTs) appear to correlate with the
uppermost part of the very mature paleosol zone in Arroyo Feo. Therefore, if all of the
etrbonaceous mudrocks in the Pinturas Formation are the same age and both radiometric
cLttes are reliable, the very mature paleosol zone required about 3 m.y. to form, the lower
s("quence of the Pinturas Formation ranges in age from latest early Santacrucian to at least
later Friasian time, and most of the Pinturas primates (in fact, most of the fauna) is younger
tlun 13·3 Ma. By a wide margin, this \vould be the youngest age ever proposed for the
Pi llturas faunas. Keeping in mind that the Pinturas fauna has not been studied
«,mprehensively, and that its composition changes markedly up section (especially
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between the middle and upper parts of the sequence), more detailed correlation must await
a major faunal analysis. It may be significant that the oldest span of lower Pinturas
radiometric dates (accommodating possible error) is 18·1-16·6 Ma. This range includes
almost all of early Santacrucian time and is therefore generally compatible with previous
Pinturas age assessments from Pascual et al. (1965) on. The youngest span (15·1-lO·0 Ma)
is basically Friasian and Chasicoan (of Marshall et al., 1986), or middle Santacrucian
through Friasian (of Patterson & Pascual, 1972).
Bown et al. (1988b) published a date of 15·8 ± 2·5 Ma for an ash occurring 20 m above
Trelew beds yielding Colhuehuapian mammals near Gaiman, Chubut Province. A second
dating of this ash has provided a similar age of 16·6 ± 0·8 Ma. Both dates suggest that the
Gaiman ash is the same age as, or slightly younger than, the lower part of the lower
sequence of the Pinturas Formation at Estancia El Carmen. Additional fieldwork in 1989
on the Gaiman tuff indicates conclusively that it lies in the base of the nearshore marine
Gaiman Formation (Mendia & Bayarsky, 1981), and not in the upper part of the Trelew
Member of the Sarmiento Formation. The Gaiman Formation date corroborates the
impressions of several workers that some of the Pinturas and Santa Cruz mammal faunas
correlate with marine rocks of the Patagonian series.

Resumen
La Formacion Pinturas es un deposito sedimentario de origen piroclastico y epiclastico
eolico de edad Miocena inferior, que yace sobre rocas Jurasicas y aflora en la region
extrandina del noroeste de la provincia de Santa Cruz, Republica Argentina. La historia
del desarrollo de la Formacion Pinturas fue significativamente afectada por el garadual,
aunque esporadico, amoldamiento y lento relleno de la paleotopografia por estos
sedimentos. Los ciclos deposicionales de Pinturas consistieron en: (1) una menor
deposicion eolica seguida por formacion de suelos, y (2) una mayor deposicion eolica
seguida por intervalos de erosion regional. La erosion fluvial parece haber sido casi
totalmente confinada a la erosion intraformacional, por 10 que dos importantes
discordancias erosivas dividen la Formacion Pinturas en tres secuencias, a saber: la
secuencia inferior dominada por pelitas piroclasticas sobre las cuales se formaron
paleosuelos muy maduros, probablemente molicos; la secuencia media compuesta
mayormente por psamitas epiclasticas ocurriendo como paleodunas barjanoides; y la
secuencia superior caracterizada por pelitas piroclasticas masivas con pobre
estratificacion. Las lacunae de Pinturas fueron reconstruidas sobre la base de los estratos
preservados localmente, y un nuevo metodo de reconstruccion del holostromo usando la
relativa madurez de los paleosuelos desarrollados durante la sedimentacion de Pinturas,
para establecer una mayor precision temporal de la sucesion de los eventos. Esto permiti6
establecer que: (1) la tasa de sedimentaci6n de la Formacion Pinturas se increment6 con el
tiempo; (2) que los mayores intervalos erosivos son correlacionados directamente con la
mayor proporci6n de sedimentaci6n piroclastica; y (3) que la aparici6n de los Platyrrinos
de Pinturas sucedi6 en el siguiente orden: Carlocebus carmenensis, C. intermedius y Soriacebus
ameghinorum, y Soriacebus adrianae.
Los paleosuelos de Pinturas parecen haber sido formados bajo condiciones humedas
definidas, y tanto las variedades maduras como las inmaduras produjeron una cantidad
importante de icnof6siles. Estos incluyen cuevas y nidos de escarabeidos, termitas y al
menos dos tipos diferentes de crotovinas asignadas a roedores coloniales,junto con raices y
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'roncos calcificados. Las condiciones climaticas parecerian haber sido mas secas durante la
leposicion de las dunas en el comienzo de los episodios finales de la sedimentacion de la
Formacion Pinturas; 0 estos depositos podrian reflejar condiciones mas secas en el area
;l!'ocedencia 0 simplemente haber invadido areas elevadas con cubierta boscosa. Las
"bundantes acumulaciones de mamiferos fosiles con algun signo de transporte fueron
, t'conocidas en la parte superior de los paleosuelos y en los pisos de los paleovalles producto
(ie la erosion. Las dataciones radiometricas indican que los mamiferos fosiles (incluidos los
primates platirrinos) que se encuentran en la parte inferior y media de la formacion, varian
t'll edades des de 16·6 hasta 13·3 Ma (desde edad mamalifera Santacrucense hasta, muy
jJ!obablemente, Friasense). Esta rango de edades es algo mas joven que las estimadas
p,C'\'iamente y sugiere que las faunas de Pinturas se correlacionen ampliamente con
aq uellas pertenecientes ala Formacion Santa Cruz, como asi tambien con las asignadas al
tHJO Friasense y con aquellas que se encuentran en la base de los estratos marinos de la
hJrmacion Gaiman que aflora en el valle inferior del Rio Chubut.
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